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ABSTRACT: Customer Opinions play a very critical role in daily life. Sentiment Analysis is having applications in 

diverse contexts like in the gathering and analysis of opinions from individuals about various products, issues, 

social, and political events. Understanding public opinion can help improve decision making. In our decision 

making we used to consider opinions of other individuals. In today‟s era many people uses web to post their 

opinions through blogs, review sites and social networking sites regarding many products. Every Organizations 

usually eager to find what their customer or individual‟s opinion or view regarding their products, their services 

and support. With the growth of e-commerce, it is very crucial to analyse good amount of social data present on the 

web while shopping online. Therefore, it‟s very important to create methods which classify them robotically. While 

shopping online Opinion mining is sometimes called as Sentiment Classification because it is defined as mining 

and analysing of reviews, views emotions and opinions automatically from text, data and speech by means of 

various methods In this paper we remove stop words and emojis from the reviews and use negation handling 

method with POS tagging to decrease the negation words, then reviews which are posted online by the customers 

can be mined using association rule mining algorithms. We also consider rating values given by customers. Our 

main aim is to create an efficient system for analysing opinions which implies judgments of different consumer 

products. 

 
KEYWORDS: Opinion Mining, Sentiment Classification, Association rule mining Algorithm, Stop words, Emoji 

Removal, Negation Handling, SenitiWordNet, Frequent Words, Online Reviews, Ratings. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Now-a-days larger portion of content handling systems works with authentic data. The enormous volumes of 

opinionated content hold by the web. Web users express particular emotions and opinions on nearly 

anything at review sites, blogs, and forums and so on.  This important data is freely accessible for internet 

clients.  The substantial gathering of opinions on the Web makes it extremely tough to get helpful data 

effectively. Opinion mining [1,2] is the part of study that dissects individual opinions, sentiments, 

assessments, mentality, and feelings from written text. It has pulled in a number of analysts from distinctive 

areas of exploration including NLP, information mining, machine learning, phonetics, and even social 

science. Customers use web as a verbal exchange to express their choices focused around the opinions 
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communicated by others.  The social media associate the whole world and are one of the explanations 

behind data over-burden on the web. Twitter has hundreds of millions users who handle very nearly half a 

million tweets for every day, normal of thousands of tweets for every second. These tweets are posted on 

different dialects not simply English it also consists with too much negation linguistic. And also have much 

stop words. Mostly people uses emojis to express their feelings and choices. These bewildering volumes of 

upgrades call for a mechanized analysis of this text.  There are numerous structures in which customer 

produced substance is distributed on Internet.  This inspired us to devise systems to handle each of these 

various types of information and concentrate some helpful data. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Opinion mining [1,2] might be valuable in a few ways. For instance, in advertising, it tracks and judges the 

achievement rate of a commercial crusade or launch of a new item, focus prevalence of items and 

administrations with its forms additionally let us know about demographics which like or hate specific 

characteristics. Case in point, a survey may be around a computerized Polaroid may be comprehensively 

positive, yet be particularly negative about how overwhelming it is.  The seller gets overall picture of 

general opinion than studies and centre gatherings, if this sort of data is identified in a methodical manner.  

 

Sentiment Analysis or Sentiment Classification [4] 
What do other individuals think has dependably been a vital component in choice making methodology? 

Sentiment Analysis or Sentiment Classification is the methodology to naturally focus the sentiments 

communicated in a bit of plain content utilizing some regular automated preparing systems.  To be specific, 

term Sentiment is exceptionally wide and it constitutes feelings, opinions, dispositions, particular 

encounters, and so forth.  In this theory, we speak just about the opinions communicated in writings which 

are composed in texts which are written in human readable natural language, in social media. Sentiment 

analysis is a procedure for following the views of the clients around a specific item or subject.   Sentiment 

analysis,  which is likewise called opinion  mining,  includes  in building  a  framework  to  gather  and  look 

at opinions  about the item  made  in blog entries, remarks,  audits  or tweets.  Sentiment analysis might be 

helpful in a few ways. Case in point, in showcasing it helps in judging the achievement of a notice crusade 

or new item dispatch, figure out which forms of an item or administration are prominent and even recognize 

which demographics like or aversion specific attributes. 

 

Sentiment analysis classification: 
1. Document Level Sentiment Analysis: Document level tasks primarily concerns with classification 

issues where the available document has to be arranged into a set of predefined classes. In subjectivity 

analysis a document is divided as subjective or objective.  In sentiment analysis, a document can be 

classified as positive, negative or neutral depending upon the polarity of subjective information that is 

present in the document. 

2. Sentence Level Sentiment Analysis: The problem at this measure everything refers to sentences. In 

opinion data extraction and recovery and opinion question answering, sentences are generally placed and 

positioned focused around some criteria. Opinion rundown intends to select a set of sentences which outline 

the opinion all the more exactly.  At long last, opinion mining in relative sentences incorporates recognizing 

similar sentences and concentrating data from them. 

3. Phrase level Sentiment Analysis: Phrase level mining [5] came into picture because document 

level mining and sentence level mining approaches can‟t find accurately what actually users like and they do 

not like. Phrase level opinion mining looks for sentiments on features of products. 

Aspect Based: In  the recent  days,  lot  of researchers  are  showing a great  interest  in     aspect  based  

opinion mining.  We have a few approaches to retrieve aspects from comment and reviews. Many of these 

methods use full text comments and reviews, whereas a few approaches have taken advantage of comments 

and reviews those are in sequential pattern. 
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4. Feature Level Sentiment Analysis: Feature level opinion mining comes into picture when a customer 

or user looking for feedback of certain feature or attribute of a product rather than total feedback of the 

product.  We see many customers interested in only certain features of some products rather than the whole 

product, like some people look for a mobile that has excellent battery life and they are not concerned with 

other features like camera clarity, music clarity and so on. In situations like mentioned in this section feature 

level opinion mining helps a lot for extracting polarity information for a particular feature or attribute from a 

product. 

5.  

Extract object features 

In this step, we extract product features from comments and reviews.  We may follow any approach for 

doing this, but frequently used method is to extract nouns and noun phrases there by getting actual features 

of the product. 

 

Determine polarity of opinions on features 

After extracting product features from reviews and comments using nouns and noun phrases, we perform 

semantic analysis on the resulting features which gives information about the each and every feature which 

customer liked and which he did not like. 

 

Group feature synonyms 

In  some scenarios,  we may  end  up  a  situation  like we have  various  synonyms  for same attribute and  

feature  from a product.   By grouping those feature synonyms, our task be- comes easier for performing 

opinion mining process.  Suppose if a customer has written a review mentioning that “this mobile can stand 

by for 2 days without battery recharging”, this statement actually refers to hidden feature called „battery life.  

 

    Sentiment lexicon acquisition:  Sentimental analysis is a process which utilizes data to find opinions and expressions of that 

data. In Sentiment analysis, we will see two kinds of classes positive and negative [6].Given a statement: “Auto X is superior 

to anything auto Y”. This statement doesn‟t show which class is that statement falls in.   Likewise, these sorts of 

sentences/documents are analysed using two systems:  Manual methodology, dictionary based approach. 
 

1. Manual Methodology: It‟s totally time taking process because we can‟t retrieval the data is in positive or 

negative. 
2. Dictionary based approach: This approach utilizes sentiwordnet to find the polarity of that sentence by 

POS tagging. 

POS Tagging: POS Tagging is extremely valuable in Opinion Mining procedure [7].  When  we have  to  examine  an  

document or  a  sentence  first  we need  to  concentrate   the subjective  data  from the record or that  specific sentence.  POS 

Tagging helps us to find parts of speech of that word. Subsequent to extricating these words we can perform different 

activities on these and we can reach a conclusion. POS Tagging is done by utilizing the HMM model which used to tokenize 

and Tag the words furthermore for naming elements. POS tagging helps in identifying the part of the word in a sentence. By 

tagging words, the sense of it can be identified using Words Sense Disambiguation (WSD).[8] 
The  word in the  content (or  the  sentence)  is tagged  utilizing  a POS-tagger with the goal that  it appoints  a name to 

every word, permitting  the machine to do something with it.  It looks something like this: 
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Figure 1: POS Tagging 
We take sentiment orientation (SO) of the examples are extracted. For instance we may have taken:  Amazing + Phone 

which is:[JJ] + [NN] (or descriptive word took after by thing in human) 
 
The inverse may be “Repulsive” for instance.  In this stage, the machines try to arrange the words on an emotive scale (in 

a manner of speaking). 
The normal Sentiment introduction of the considerable number of expressions we assembled is processed.  This permits 

the machine to say something like: “By and large individuals like the new iPhone” They prescribe it or” For the most part 

individuals hate the new iPhone” They don‟t suggest it. 
 

Removal of Stop Words and emojis: 

Stop words are usually defined as the most commonly used words present in a language, but they are only meaningful 

in sentences. There is not available a complete list of stop words used by NLP tools. Some of stop words are: „a‟, „the‟, 

„is‟, „are‟, „which‟ etc.[9] 

An emoticon, such as ;-), is shorthand for a facial expression. It allows the author to express her/his feelings, moods 

and emotions, and augments a written message with non-verbal elements. It helps to draw the reader‟s attention, and 

enhances and improves the understanding of the message. An emoji is a step further, developed with modern 

communication technologies that facilitate more expressive messages. An emoji is a graphic symbol, ideogram that 

represents not only facial expressions, but also concepts and ideas, such as celebration, weather, vehicles and buildings, 

food and drink, animals and plants, or emotions, feelings, and activities. Emojis on smartphones, in chat, and email 

applications have become extremely popular worldwide [10]. 

 

Negation Handling Model 
Negation handling is one of the methods that usually increase the accuracy of the classifier.  Here if the word is present 

before any word say ”bad”,  then  it is not considered. 
Previously some work in negation handling has been done by Vivek and Ishan [11]. In their  work, they  used the 

negation  handling  method  described by Chen and Das [12], and considered the  effect of negators  till the  end of the  

sentence or till another negator  is encountered,  which increases the number of unnecessary features. 
 

SentiWordNet: SentiWordNet is an opinion vocabulary and can be considered as extended from the Wordnet database 

where each one term is connected with numerical scores demonstrating positive and negative sentiment data.  This 

examination shows the consequences of applying the SentiWordNet lexical asset to the issue of automated sentiment 

arrangement of customer film reviews or comment. 
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III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

The Objective of this survey paper is to develop a mechanism to get an opinion is as follows. 
  

 In case of mining opinion of any product or service the decision making part is crucial.  

 In e-commerce, online shopping and online tourism, it is very crucial to analyse the good amount of social 

data present on the web. 

 In decision making one of the most essential things is sentiment classification considering analysis of 

reviews, views and emotions.   

 Stop words and emoticons are needed to be removed to have smooth classified data. 

 Negation is one of the most common linguistic means that can change text meaning. Therefore in sentiment 

analysis negation has to be taken into account. 

 A frequent item set mining algorithm will be used for mining reviews from online reviews those are posted by 

customers. 

 Our main theme is to create a system for analysing opinions which implies judgement of different consumer 

products. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

In today‟s era of competition, the need of customer reviews and feedbacks has become extremely important. 

Opinion Mining is an area to consolidate the scattered data of opinions from social media and ecommerce as 

well as review sites. The vital phase in opinion mining is identifying frequent patterns by using frequent 

item set mining algorithms. So far, Apriori algorithm has been used widely for this phase. The main aim of 

this research work is to remove stop words and emoji after that using negation detection and handling from 

customer product review and use other efficient frequent pattern mining algorithm to enhance and improve 

efficiency such that it provides speedier convergence rate and compare the results produced afterwards to 

prove that the algorithm satisfies the objective of this research. 
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